When any unwanted growth shows . . . VACATE® nonselective herbicide for dry application.

When everything's green as grass . . . LINE RIDER® foliage applications for killing green weeds and brush.

When autumn leaves fall . . . LINE RIDER formulations for dormant-cane broadcast method of killing brush.

While nature sleeps . . . LINE RIDER with Pro-5 added can be used October through February.

year 'round program to kill weeds and brush

Proved in the laboratory, proved in field tests, proved commercially as to effectiveness, low cost of application, and practical timing—that's Diamond's position in herbicides for keeping unwanted vegetation from taking over.

New and exclusive from Diamond are Dacamine formulations of 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D for application near susceptible crops where even low-volatile esters may be risky. These new materials have the killing power of esters, with the safety of amines. For weed control in lakes, ponds, drainage and irrigation ditches and other water areas, the advanced method is use of Diamond Aqua Granular 20%, 2,4-D granules.

The Diamond aim is to keep ahead in keeping you ahead of unwanted vegetation. For technical information and application on these and other special formulations, write Diamond Alkali Company, 300 Union Commerce Building, Cleveland, Ohio 44114.